
As a child battling leukemia, Talli Roberts 
spent countless days staring at the dull 
walls of a sterile hospital room. 

“I understood very early the impact 
space has on mood and quality of life,” 
Roberts shares. Now principal interior 
designer of Allard + Roberts Interior 
Design, she carries the notion of mindful 
living into every project. With a keen under-
standing of the need for rest, Roberts ushers 
peace and comfort by employing a clean, 
fresh, timeless perspective. 

“If we are intentional about the finishes, 
fixtures, and furnishings we select and how 
we design, then we can create intentionally 
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For Allard + Roberts Interior Design, home is more than a structure. It’s a refuge.

CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT: A golf 
course townhome’s abstract art served 
as inspiration for punches of color 
spread throughout the space; here, the 
hearth piece’s vibrant royal blue is seen 
in the living room’s chairs and pillows. 
Dark shiplap and a floating wood vanity 
add a contemporary mountain home 
twist to a bathroom. A kitchen’s stained 
cabinets and complementing ceiling 
point to the outdoors and add warmth 
to the space. The adjoining living room 
continues the home’s sense of rest 
with a wall of sliding glass doors that 
allows for an organic flow between 
indoor and outdoor spaces.   
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timeless and restful spaces,” she says.
Armed with this philosophy, Roberts 

and her team approach each project with 
the client’s lifestyle and aesthetic in mind. 
Gathering both visual and verbal inspi-
ration from a home’s owners, they craft 
bespoke interiors for high-end new builds 
and renovations alike, often acting as proj-
ect managers. 

“What we do is impossible without 
a team,” Roberts adds. “It takes many 
skilled artists and craftspeople to create 
these beautiful spaces.” Commissioning 
the talents of local artisans—for custom 
architectural elements, furniture, and 

decor—showcases the abundance of talent 
in Western North Carolina. Such partner-
ships allow the firm’s projects to carry even 
more individuality. 

From modern mountain homes that 
capitalize on nature’s organic beauty to 
golf course townhomes with cherished art 
to working equestrian farms, each Allard 
+ Roberts home is designed for its owners, 
yet each carries a signature timeless feel. 

 “Our world has a lot of background 
noise,” Roberts says. “My goal is to create 
spaces where our clients can get away from 
the noise and focus on making memories 
with loved ones.”
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